
So many in the Conservative Movement in the Republican Party, they scream we must love and
defend the Constitution, but do these people realize it is the Masonic Constitution that has gotten
us into this mess to begin with?

It has gotten us to the point where Christians are about to be persecuted if the bill from the house
is finalized in the House after both the Democrat and Republicans in the Senate approve new
amendments that will criminalize Christianity who defend Traditional Marriage in the face of the
neo-paganism they are promoting with this bill that protects gay marriage.

It has gotten us to a point where Republicans are scared to fight for the elections and we have
judges defending the democrats cheating, it has allowed corruption and no clear path to clean up
governmental corruption & election corruption.

So, why does no one in the Conservative Movement say, “we must put in action the Declaration
Of Independence, to restore our government?”  Is it because when these people cry about these
problems, is it fake tears and all theater?

I would say so.  Which is why, they go negative in every remark and send their agents to try &
infiltrate to stop and destroy Catholic Party For America, because they don’t want America
restored back to how it should & they rather “conserve” the corrupted status quo & don’t believe
Jesus Christ would win at the election box.

What can be done to save, restore, reform America back to where it needs to go?  We don’t need
a Constitutional Lawyer, but Lawyers who are experts in The Declaration Of Independence &
then we replace the illegally put into place constitution, with our rightful government, The
Articles Of Confederation, that was abolished illegally without getting the 100% Majority Vote.

Then we put it back into practice, restore a tiny federal government, and give the States their
rights and power back, as we have it in the platform page.

Once these things are done, our candidates who have won the local, state and federal elections,
we can begin to arrest the crooks, bring justice back to our land, end corruption, end the high
prices, illegal taxes, start up our drilling for oil, making gas, diesel, mining for coal, do
something that people think can’t be done, pay off our debt.
To end this program, I will tell how sane, simple and how this restored America will be
compared to what we have now.

https://www.ordo-militaris.net/2021/01/26/restoring-america-to-her-proper-form-of-government/
https://www.ordo-militaris.net/2021/01/26/restoring-america-to-her-proper-form-of-government/
https://catholicpartyforamerica.com/the-platform/

